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For much of our history, violence against women has not been taken
seriously enough. This is particularly so when the victim is the perpetrator's
wife or girlfriend. Occasionally, however, such perpetrators have been
punished too severely in the name of zero tolerance.' What we need is neither
"Oh, that's just a family matter" nor zero tolerance. What we need is nuance
and balance. Some cases of violence against women demand severe
punishment, others do not. It should be the job of the courts, and to some
extent the legislatures, to sort out which cases require severe punishment and
which are better punished less severely.

1. NOT SERIOUSLY ENOUGH

My casebook begins with a discussion of punishment.2 The first case is
State v. Chaney.3 In Chaney, the defendant-a soldier stationed near
Anchorage, Alaska-along with a companion picked up a young woman in
downtown Anchorage and drove her around for a while before both men
forcibly raped her.4 The issue in the case was the appropriateness of his
sentence.

The crime for which Chaney was convicted carried a sentence of one to
twenty years.' The trial judge sentenced Chaney to the minimum of one year
and even seemed to apologize for having to sentence him to prison at all.7

Specifically, the judge indicated at sentencing that he was concerned about
the conviction resulting in an undesirable discharge from the military and that
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1. See infra notes 43-47 and accompanying text (discussing the domestic violence allegations
against Ray Rice).

2. ARNOLD H. LOEWY, CRIMINAL LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 1 13 (3d ed. 2009).
3. See id. at 1. See generally State v. Chaney, 477 P.2d 441 (Alaska 1970).
4. Chaney, 477 P.2d at 444-45.
5. Id. at 443.
6. See id at 441.
7. Id. at 445-46.
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he was "sorry that the [military] regulations would not permit keeping
[Chaney] in the service ... because it seem[ed] to [the judge] that [was] ...
a better setup for everybody concerned than putting him in the penitentiary."8
The judge continued,

Now as a matter of fact, I have sentenced you to a minimum on all 3 counts
here but there will be no problem as far as I'm concerned for you to be
paroled at the first day, the Parole Board says that you're eligible for parole
... [If] the Parole Board should decide 10 days from now that you're
eligible for parole and parole you, it's entirely satisfactory with the court.9

At the time, Alaska law permitted the state to appeal a sentence that it
thought was too lenient; however, unless the defendant also appealed (which
obviously did not happen here), the state could not impose a higher sentence
on the defendant.'o The appellate court could, however, set down precedent
as to how cases involving similar issues should be dealt with in the future."
In this case, the Alaska Supreme Court disapproved of the leniency of the
sentence in ringing terms.'2 The court said,

Considering the apologetic tone of the sentencing proceedings, the court's
endorsement of an extremely early parole, and the concurrent minimum
sentences which were imposed for these three serious felonies, we fail to
discern how the objective of reformation was effectuated. At most,
[Chaney] was told that he was only technically guilty and minimally
blameworthy, all of which minimized the possibility of [Chaney's]
comprehending the wrongfulness of his conduct.

We also think that the sentence imposed falls short of effectuating the
goal of community condemnation, or the reaffirmation of societal norms for
the purpose of maintaining respect for the norms themselves.13

One of the problems with this case was that it occurred in a place where
the ethos among similarly situated soldiers seemed to be that this sort of
conduct was appropriate.14 Specifically, at Chaney's sentencing hearing, a
military spokesman testified, "An occurrence such as the one concerned is
very common and happens many times each night in Anchorage. Needless
to say, Donald Chaney was the unlucky 'G.I.' that picked a young lady who

8. Id
9. Id at 446. He was convicted of two counts of rape and one count of robbery, which was

predicated on his taking of some money from the victim's purse. See id. at 445.
10. Id. at 442.
I1. Id. at 442-43.
12. Id. at 446.
13. Id. at 447.
14. See id at 446 n.24.
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told."" It should be very apparent that the primary goal of sentencing is to
eliminate that ethos.1 6

One of the questions that I like to ask my students is whether the
message that needed to be sent could have been sent with the minimum
sentence of one year in prison if the judge's apologetic overtones were
removed. I think that the answer is yes. Imagine that in sentencing Chaney
to the minimum one-year's imprisonment, the judge had said these words:

Donald Chaney, you have committed a horrible offense against this
young woman. Because of what you have done to her, I hereby
sentence you to an entire year in prison-a full 365 days. And I hope
that every day that you spend in that miserable prison, you will
remember what you have done to that poor, innocent girl. And, when
you are finally released and have no military to go to because your
despicable conduct has caused you to be dishonorably discharged, it is
my fondest hope that you turn your life around and never even think
about doing such a heinous thing again.

It seems to me that a sentence imposed in such a manner would have
been appropriate. I also think that news of the sentence should have been
posted on the barrack's bulletin board because it is obvious that what needed
to be done was not more time for Chaney but more education for his
compatriots.17 Assuming that we want to eliminate this sort of behavior
(which, of course, we do), we need to take it seriously. But "seriously" does
not necessarily mean an extraordinarily long sentence for a first-time
offender whose extremely bad behavior may well have been influenced by a
military ethos that needed to be thoroughly stamped out." I usually spend
about a week on rape in my class. My casebook has seven rape cases, starting
with the classic Rusk case."

One of the questions I ask my class while discussing this date rape case
is: "If you had unbridled discretion as a judge, what sentence would you
impose on Rusk? Why?"20 Obviously, the answer is largely dependent on
how evil the student thinks Rusk is.

I5. Id.
16. See id at 447.
17. See id at 446 n.24.
18. Since Cheney was decided, the armed forces have taken aggressive administrative measures

aimed at educating service members, protecting victims, and punishing offenders. See generally DEP'T OF
DEF., ANNUAL REPORT ON SEXUAL ASSAULT IN THE MILITARY (2015), http://www.sapr.mil/public/docs/
reports/FY1 5_Annual/FY15 AnnualReportonSexualAssault in_theMilitary.pdf

19. See State v. Rusk, 424 A.2d 720 (Md. 1981); see also LOEWY, supra note 2, at 189.
20. LOEWY, supra note 2, at 199.
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There are two ways to analyze his behavior, which, at best, is boorish
and not, as the dissent suggested, an act of "ordinary seduction. "21 But the
question as to whether he was evil or clueless is frankly a close one.

Unfortunately, a large number of rapists are clueless.22 1 was once
engaged to the late Laura Webster, who was then a law professor at Mercer
Law School but was previously a public defender in Philadelphia. She told
me that she never had a rape defendant who thought he was guilty.
Undoubtedly, that was true of Rusk.23 Indeed, it was also probably true of
Chaney.24 Another story I recall from the newspaper more than twenty years
ago involved a rapist who gave his beeper number to his victim in case she
ever wanted to avail herself of his services again.25 Unsurprisingly, that
identification led to his capture.26

So, if many rapists do not appreciate the criminality of their conduct at
the time they act, what impact, if any, should that have on their punishment?
Although it is obviously not an excuse, and perhaps only a minimal
mitigation, the facts may suggest a grading system for rape that treats classic
stranger rape more seriously than the courts did in Rusk or Chaney. Among
other things, reducing the severity of acquaintance rape might make it easier
to get convictions.

The classic "he said, she said" rape cases all too often end in acquittal
or even non-prosecution.27 The prosecutor in Rusk certainly had his doubts
about whether the case was winnable and hence worth trying. The judges
were certainly divided: the trial judge was in favor of conviction, the court of
appeals was split 8-5 for acquittal, and the supreme court was 4-3 for

28reinstating conviction. Perhaps if the punishment were less severe, the
chances of conviction would be higher, which would seem to be a gain for
all concerned.

Jameis Winston, the former Florida State University (and now Tampa
Bay Buccaneers) quarterback, may well be a case in point. When one listens
to the words of his alleged victim, recounted in the movie The Hunting

21. Rusk, 424 A.2d at 733 (Cole, J., dissenting).
22. See generally Antonia Abbey, Alcohol-Related Sexual Assault: A Common Problem Among

College Students, J. STUD. ON ALCOHOL, SUPPLEMENT No. 14, at 124 (2002) (noting that many date

rapists do not believe that they are "real" criminals because they did not use a weapon to assault their

victims).
23. See Jeannie Suk, "The Look in His Eyes": The Story of Rusk and Rape Reform, in CRIMINAL

LAW STORIES 171, 180 (Donna Coker & Robert Weisberg eds., 2013).
24. See State v. Chaney, 477 P.2d 441, 445 (Alaska 1970).
25. For a similar story, see Rabsaan Thomas, From San Quentin: The Man Behind the Rape, LIFE

L. (Nov. 5,2014), http://www.lifeofthelaw.org/2014/1 1/from-san-quentin-the-man-behind-the-rape/.
26. Id
27. Owen Bowcott, Rape Myths Not Behind Low Conviction Rate, Says Leading Family Lawyer,

GUARDIAN (Mar. 25, 2013, 8:18 AM), https://www.theguardian.con/society/2013/mar/25/rape-myths-
low-conviction-rate.

28. See State v. Rusk, 424 A-2d 720, 720 (Md. 1981); Rusk v. State, 406 A.2d 624, 624 (Md. Ct.

Spec. App. 1979).
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Ground, it is hard to believe that something nonconsensual was not going
on.29 Yet, the district attorney (DA) determined that there was insufficient
evidence to prosecute.3 0 Of course, a cynic may say that the local DA was
motivated by a desire to protect the star quality of Florida State's Heisman
Trophy candidate.3 1 And I cannot say for sure that such considerations did
not factor into his decision-making. But surely there are dozens of less
high-profile defendants who are not prosecuted under similar circumstances
because the prospect of conviction is just too small.

Still, it would be a mistake to assume that there is not a correlation
between celebrity athletes and a sense of entitlement. One need look no
further than United States v. Morrison for proof. 32 Regardless of whether
Morrison was correct in its assessment of federal power, it certainly tells a
story of a scholarship athlete's sense of entitlement.33

Indeed, the story of Antonio Morrison might be somewhat like the story
of Jameis Winston. The local prosecutor chose not to get involved in either
case.34 Although conceivably there may have been a case for innocence of
one or both of these individuals, one cannot help but think that there may be
some element of local authorities overlooking a spoiled athlete's grossly
exaggerated sense of entitlement.

So, in assessing what to do when confronted with this problem, there
are multiple fronts on which it can be attacked. First, it would help
immensely if football coaches would drum into their athletes' heads that they
are neither God's gift to women nor entitled to pursue their own desires
regardless of the harm done to others. Second, it is important that prosecutors
divorce themselves from the notoriety these athletes have in the community.
I am certainly not accusing either the Blacksburg or Tallahassee DA of
favoritism, but that possibility surely cannot be overlooked.

Perhaps creating the option of a lesser offense than rape would help
increase these types of prosecutions. Although Morrison at least looks like

29. THfE HUNTING GROUND (Chain Camera Pictures 2015).
30. Joe Drape, Not Enough Evidence to Charge F.S.U.'s Winston, Prosecutors Say, N.Y. TIMES

(Dec. 5,2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/06/sports/ncaafootball/investigation-into-florida-states-
winston-draws-to-a-close.html.

31. Scott Coleman, 2013 Heisman Finalist Highlights: Jameis Winston, Tre Mason Headline 6
Finalists, S13 NATION (Dec. 14, 2013, 12:00 PM), http://www.sbnation.com/college-football
/2013/12/14/5194186/heisman-trophy-watch-2013-candidates. Winston was awarded the Heisman
Trophy in 2013. Dan Greenspan, Florida State's Jameis Winston Wins 2013 Heisman Trophy, NFL (Dec.
14, 2013, 9:43 PM), http://www.nfl.com/news/story/0ap2000000297747/article/florida-states-jameis-
winston-wins-2013-heisman-trophy. It may be worth noting that a true investigation of the allegation in
the Winston case did not commence until almost two years after the incident was reported; therefore, it is
not surprising that the evidence was less than forthcoming. See Jessica Luther, Jameis Winston Conduct
Hearing Transcript Reveals Mass Confusion and Bizarre Decision-Making, VICE SPORTS (Dec. 31, 2014),
https://sports.vice.com/en-us/article/jameis-winston-conduct-hearing-transcript-reveals-mass-confusion-
and-bizarre-decision-making.

32. See generally United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000).
33. See generally id.

34. See id. at 601-05; Drape, supra note 30.
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someone who should have the book thrown at him, some kind of prosecution
would be a good start. Of course, any prosecution might get him thrown off
the football team. But, in terms of conveying a message to the other players,
this would surely be a good thing.

II. Too SERIOUSLY

Having noted the problem with universities protecting athletes, I was
pleased that my university, Texas Tech University, adopted a zero tolerance
policy. In the fall of 2014, Texas Tech was prepared to dismiss a prized
football recruit, Nigel Bethel, from the football team because he had
assaulted and broken the jaw of Amber Battle, a women's basketball player."
Not only were the football team and the University prepared to so act, but the
DA also presented the case to the grand jury.3 6

Then, a strange thing happened. The grand jury not only refused to
indict Bethel but also strongly recommended that his scholarship be
reinstated and that he be allowed to rejoin the football team.37 Apparently,
the alleged victim, Amber Battle, testified that she and Bethel were engaged
in a pick-up basketball game, she threw the first punch, and Bethel retaliated
with the punch that broke her jaw. It was reported that Battle further
testified that, in her view, Bethel should neither be prosecuted nor expelled
from the university and removed from its football team.39  For what it is
worth, both athletes were about the same size-approximately 5'9" and 184
pounds.40

After hearing all of this, Texas Tech reinstated Bethel but suspended
him for the first three games-roughly one-fourth of the season.4 1 It also
suspended Battle for the month of November-again, roughly one-fourth of
the season.42 Did Texas Tech do the right thing? In my opinion, it did. Its
zero tolerance policy, sensibly applied, makes sense. At the same time, its

35. Gabriel Monte, Tech Reverses Decision on Bethel; Kingsbury Says Decision Unrelated to Grand
Jury Letter, LUBBOCK AVALANCHE-J. (July 16, 2014, 10:23 AM), http://Iubbockonline.com/sports-red-
raiders-footbalU2014-07-16/tech-reverses-decision-bethel-kingsbury-says-decision.

36. Id.
37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Tyler Conway, Nigel Bethel, Amber Battle Incident: Tracking Investigation at Texas Tech,

BLEACHER REP. (June 29, 2014), http://bleacherreport.com/articies/2113539-nigel-bethel-amber-battle-
incident-tracking-investigation-at-texas-tech.

40. 2014 Football Roster, TEX. TECH ATHLETICS, http://texastech.com/roster.aspx?roster-18&path
-football (last visited Sept. 28, 2016); 2014-15 Womens Basketball Roster, TEX. TECH ATHLETICS,
http://texastech.com/roster.aspx?roster-13&path-wbball (last visited Sept. 28, 2016). 1 am estimating

Battle's weight because women's weights are not listed in the program.
41. Bethel Reinstated, Will Serve 3-Game Suspension, LUBBOCK AVALANCHE-J. (July 16, 2014,

4:47 PM), http://lubbockonline.com/filed-online/2014-07-16/bethel-reinstated-will-serve-3-game-
suspension.

42. Id.
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flexibility and willingness to see the whole picture also made sense. And, at
least as I see it, it was the right solution for all.

Another major overreaction that was quite prominent nationally is the
case of Ray Rice. Rice was videotaped knocking his then-fiane6e, now wife,
unconscious.43 Obviously (or at least hopefully), this is something that needs
to be taken quite seriously. The question is how seriously.

Prior to seeing the video, the National Football League's commissioner
merely suspended Rice for two games." After seeing the video, he
suspended Rice for the entire season.45 Subsequently, the league passed a
rule that the penalty for domestic violence should be a six-game suspension.46

Therefore, the question is which, if any, of these solutions is appropriate.
In my view, the answer is it depends. If Rice were a recidivist and his

fianc6e were living in fear of him, I think that a permanent-or at least
indefinite-suspension might have been appropriate. On the other hand,
when, as in this case, the matter was adjudicated in court and Rice, as a first
time offender, received a modest sentence-including attending courses in
anger management-and he and his fianc6e were reconciled (or, in his case,
now married), a lesser sentence would be appropriate.4 7

One thing that I think needs to be factored into the equation is the impact
on the victim. In this case, if Rice was suspended without pay for a
substantial amount of time, the person who would have suffered second most
would have been his then-fianc6e. Not only was she injured by the beating,
but the penalty imposed on her husband will redound to her detriment in
terms of his ability to provide her with the same standard of living that he
could have provided had he not been suspended. Surely, that should be
relevant.

In Rice's case, it seems to me that the punishment by the courts (albeit
modest), the fact that he was a first time offender, the reconciliation of the
parties, and the harm to the victim caused by a lengthy suspension all militate
in favor of a relatively modest penalty-certainly no more than six games.

On the other hand, serial abusers who frighten their victims need to be
severely dealt with by both the criminal justice system and the National
Football League. In short, one size does not fit all.

43. See Louis Bien, A Complete Timeline ofthe Ray Rice Assault Case, SB NATION (Nov. 28,2014,
2:08 PM), http://www.sbnation.coi/nfl/2014/5/23/5744964/ray-rice-arrest-assault-statement-apology-
ravens.

44. Id
45. Id.
46. Id
47. See id.
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III. CONCLUSION

The days when violence against women could be tolerated or swept

under the rug are hopefully over. On the other hand, the end of toleration

need not also be the end of measured judgment. We can take such violence

seriously without losing all sense of proportion. Let us hope that we do just

that.


